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Authors Terry E. Miller and Andrew Shahriari take students around the world to experience the
diversity of musical expression. World Music: A Global Journey, now in its third edition, is known
for its breadth in surveying the world’s major cultures in a systematic study of world music within
a strong pedagogical framework.As one prepares for any travel, each chapter starts with
background preparation, reviewing the historical, cultural, and musical overview of the region.
Visits to multiple ‘sites’ within a region provide in-depth studies of varied musical traditions.
Music analysis begins with an experimental "first impression" of the music, followed by an "aural
analysis" of the sound and prominent musical elements. Finally, students are invited to consider
the cultural connections that give the music its meaning and life.Features of the Third
EditionListening Guides analyze the various pieces of music with some presented in an
interactive format onlineBiographical highlights of performers and ethnomusicologists updated
and new ones addedNumerous pedagogical aids, including "On Your Own Time" and "Explore
More" sidebars, and "Questions to Consider"Popular music incorporated with the
traditionalDynamic companion web site hosts new Interactive Listening Guides, plus many
resources for student and instructor. Built to serve online courses.MP3 files for accompanying
audio are available with eBook only when purchased through Routledge.com.

'This is a strong book for students with limited musical training. I really like the improvements that
have come with the 3rd edition.The photos are particularly great.' – Gavin Douglas, University of
North Carolina, Greensboro'Students are exposed to new terminology and concepts critical to
the fundamental core of classes in their early curriculum. The listening guides are very useful.
This book achieves a good balance between ethnomusicology and communicating fundamental
music concepts.' – Al Johnson, Medgar Evers College, CUNYAbout the AuthorTerry E. Miller is
Professor Emeritus of Ethnomusicology at Kent State University, where he co-founded the
Center for the Study of World Musics.Andrew Shahriari is Instructor of Ethnomusicology at Kent
State University and teaches the world music survey course in online classes.
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burd, “world music. The book is pretty good and I found it to be a pretty good companion for
learning beyond the world music class that I took. I will be keeping this book for reference in the
future.The CD's...that was another issue. They had superficial scratches all over them and
during some of the audio tracks would skip or there would be digital noise indicative of scratches
on the CD surface.I contacted the publisher and insisted that they be replaced due to faulty
packaging. There were 2 other students in my class that had issues with disc damage due to
packaging as well. After a short rebuttal, they replaced them but don't count on it being replaced
within the time that you need them. Go to your college library and rip them real quick (no harm,
you already paid for them) the text and discs should be on reserve. Some might find it quicker or
more efficient to go through Amazon with a replacement since they are selling the product that
has known packaging issues.There is some pretty good music on the discs if you are into
anything other than pop-crap.”

virushunter, “A very good introduction to the music of the world.. I used this book for a class. My
major is computer ans information systems, so this is probably as far as you can get from my
academic and professional interests. Fortunately, the book and the professor made it an
enjoyable course. It's very well-written and interesting. College text books of any kind tend to be
horribly-written and obviously only chosen because the professor or department head has some
kind of relationship with the author or publisher. This is a clear exception.One thing I did find
lacking is music from the Maghreb (the countries from Libya to Mauritania). I know they had to
pack in a lot of different types of music, but it's a pretty big and culturally distinct region to
apparently lump in with the Middle East and not give any mention to Berber music or Arab music
west of Egypt. There is a whole genre originating from Algeria called Raï, which has an
interesting history and stories behind it.”

Summer Benton, “Great text, easy access to Mp3 if you email
AcademiceBooksSupport@informa.com with proof of purchase of eBook. This is a great text. I
am using it to teach a World Music class and it has a lot of information and examples.Many
people rated this low becuase they said it did not come with the Mp3. That is not the case. At the
end of the table of contents is says to email AcademiceBooksSupport@informa.com with proof
of purchasing the eBook (I just forwarded my email from Amazon) and they email you back with
a code. After you have that code it is a simple process and you have access to the Mp3.”

Thomas Simpson, “Great price for rental, but beware the condition.. The book has great info and
is easily readable... Unfortunately the condition I received the book was heavily used and only
came with 2 of 3 CD's. But when you rent from a third party, there is no use in complaining.
Saved me a bunch of money in the long run.”



Tina, “The music files DO come with this purchase if you purchase it digitally.. If you read in the
beginning of the book after the table of contents it tells you to send an email to
AcademiceBooksSupport@informa.com with proof of purchase in order to access the MP3 files.
My email was returned within 24 hours with a link and access code to a site to download the
music files for all 3 CD's. How to complain when the CD's cost $40 and the book upwards of $50
but renting the book and getting the MP3's for $14. Win-win.”

The book by Maureen McCormick has a rating of 5 out of 3.8. 224 people have provided
feedback.
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